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Abstract: The parton-level top quark (t) forward-backward asymmetry and the anoma-
lous chromoelectric (d̂t) and chromomagnetic (µ̂t) moments have been measured using LHC
pp collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, collected in the CMS detector in a data
sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1. The linearized variable A
(1)
FB
is used to approximate the asymmetry. Candidate tt̄ events decaying to a muon or electron
and jets in final states with low and high Lorentz boosts are selected and reconstructed
using a fit of the kinematic distributions of the decay products to those expected for tt̄











−0.011(syst), and a limit is placed on the magnitude of |d̂t| < 0.03
at 95% confidence level.
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1 Introduction
The top quark (t) is the most massive of the known fundamental particles, with a mass (mt)
that is close to the electroweak scale. The Yukawa coupling of the top quark to the Higgs
field is close to unity [1], which suggests that the top quark may play a role in electroweak
symmetry breaking. The top quark is also the only color-triplet fermion that decays be-
fore forming color-singlet bound states. This provides a way to study its fundamental
interactions with gauge bosons without the complications caused by hadronization.
At the CERN LHC, according to the standard model (SM) of particle physics, top
quarks are produced predominantly in pairs via the strong interaction, as described
by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Feynman diagrams for leading-order (LO) quark-
antiquark (qq) and gluon-gluon (gg) initiated subprocesses are shown in figure 1(a), and
example diagrams for next-to-leading-order (NLO) quark-gluon (qg) initiated subprocess
are shown in figure 1(b). The NLO QCD calculations predict approximately 6% qq and









































Figure 1. (a) Feynman diagrams for LO qq- and gg-initiated tt subprocesses, and (b) example





Figure 2. Production angle θ∗ in a qq → tt event defined in the tt center-of-mass frame.
We describe here a search for anomalies in the angular distribution of produced tt
pairs. Those anomalies can be caused by modifications of the top quark-antiquark-gluon
(ttg) vertex or by the presence of heavy states coupled to top quarks [2–14]. They are
characterized through their impacts on the distribution of c∗ = cos θ∗, where θ∗ is the
production angle of the top quark relative to the direction of the initial-state parton in the
tt center-of-mass frame, as shown in figure 2 for a qq → tt event.
When subprocesses contain an initial-state quark or antiquark, the sign of c∗ follows
from the relative directions of the initial-state quark and the top quark (or the initial-
state antiquark and the top antiquark). We search separately for anomalies in the c∗-
antisymmetric (linearly dependent on c∗) and the c∗-symmetric (dependent only on c∗2)
distribution functions, using the former to measure the top quark forward-backward asym-
metry (AFB) and the latter to measure the anomalous chromoelectric (d̂t) and chromo-
magnetic (µ̂t) dipole moments of the tt vertex.
The parton-level forward-backward asymmetry is defined as
AFB =
σ(c∗ > 0)− σ(c∗ < 0)
σ(c∗ > 0) + σ(c∗ < 0)
, (1.1)
where σ(c∗ > 0) and σ(c∗ < 0) represent the cross sections for production of the top quark
in the forward and backward hemispheres, respectively, relative to the incident quark direc-

















A related AFB quantity was measured by the CDF and D0 experiments at the Fer-
milab Tevatron, a proton-antiproton collider that operated at a center-of-mass energy√
s = 1.96 TeV, where the qq subprocess dominates tt production. Because the quan-
tity measured at the Tevatron includes gg and qg initial states, it is expected to be smaller
than the quantity defined in eq. (1.1) by a factor of ≈ 0.85 (about 18% smaller). Initial
measurements [19, 20] were somewhat larger, especially at CDF, than expected at the
NLO level; however, more recent results [21–23] are consistent with the SM. Previous LHC
measurements sensitive to the top quark angular production asymmetry performed by the
ATLAS [24, 25] and CMS [26–29] Collaborations focused on the top quark charge asym-
metry AC, which does not separate the qq initial states from the gg and qg initial states,
and therefore uses only part of the available information.
This work represents a different approach that adopts a simplified model for the pro-
duction mechanism using a likelihood analysis to separate the qq subprocess from the
gg and qg subprocesses as well as from other backgrounds. The model provides an LO
description of several possible “beyond the SM processes” [2–14], and a reasonable approx-
imation for expected NLO QCD effects [15]. The differential cross section for qq → tt
can be expressed as a linear combination of symmetric and antisymmetric functions of the












The symmetric function fsym depends only on kinematic properties of the event and A
(1)
FB is
a parameter that depends upon mtt , the invariant mass of the tt system. Using eq. (1.2) to
evaluate eq. (1.1), we find that AFB ≈ A
(1)
FB, which defines the linearized forward-backward
asymmetry. Equation (1.2) describes the LO exchange and interference terms expected
from s-channel resonances with chiral couplings. Because the statistical power of the tt
sample is not sufficient to measure A
(1)
FB as a function of mtt , we measure only an average
value over the entire sample. This approximation is similar to the mass-averaged leading
term of a Legendre polynomial used by the CDF Collaboration in 2013 [30] to characterize
the angular distribution of their tt data.
The validity of this approximation is verified by fitting the linearized function given in
eq. (2.1) to data simulated with the NLO powheg generator [31] and comparing the re-
sulting A
(1)
FB values with the AFB values determined from counting events with positive and
negative c∗. The results of this study are presented in table 1. Samples of simulated pp and
pp events at
√
s = 1.96 TeV and
√
s = 13 TeV, respectively, are also subdivided into two mtt
regions to perform the analysis. Comparing the results in the full samples and in the mtt
regions, we conclude that the linear approximation is accurate to within a few percent of
measured asymmetries and that it reflects the average asymmetry of each sample. We fur-
ther note that smaller values of the pp asymmetry at
√
s = 13 TeV than the pp asymmetry
at
√
s = 1.96 TeV appear to be due to the more copious production of events with energetic
extra jets which contribute negatively to the average asymmetry. It is clear that our LHC

















Initial State CM Energy Mass Range AFB (counting) A
(1)
FB (fitting)
pp 1.96 TeV mtt < 500 GeV 0.0535±0.0012 0.0546±0.0011
pp 1.96 TeV mtt > 500 GeV 0.0998±0.0024 0.1044±0.0022
pp 1.96 TeV all 0.0626±0.0011 0.0639±0.0010
pp 13 TeV mtt < 500 GeV 0.0249±0.0016 0.0251±0.0014
pp 13 TeV mtt > 500 GeV 0.0414±0.0022 0.0414±0.0020
pp 13 TeV all 0.0306±0.0013 0.0305±0.0012
Table 1. The accuracy of the linear approximation used to define A
(1)
FB is assessed by comparing
the results of linear fitting to determine A
(1)
FB and of event counting to determine AFB. The pp
and pp data samples are simulated with the NLO powheg generator [31] at center-of-mass (CM)
energies of 1.96 TeV and 13 TeV, respectively.
Several authors have considered the impact of possible top quark anomalous chromo-
electric and chromomagnetic dipole moments on the production of a tt system at hadron
colliders [32–35]. We follow the conventions and results of ref. [34], and define d̂t and µ̂t












where σµν = i2 [γ
µ, γν ], Gµ = G
a
µT
a; where the Gaµ are the gluon fields and the SU(3)C
generators are T a = 12λ
a (a=1, . . . , 8); the Gµν = G
a
µνT
a, with the gluon field-strength








ν , and the fabc being SU(3) group structure
constants.
This paper discusses our measurements of A
(1)
FB, d̂t , and µ̂t in pp collisions at the
CERN LHC. The analysis uses theoretical models of the tt cross section as functions of
A
(1)
FB, d̂t , and µ̂t to describe the angular distributions observed in a sample of tt-enriched
events collected at the CMS experiment. The analysis is based on final states containing a
single lepton (muon or electron) and several jets, usually referred to as lepton+jets events.
Our measurement of the A
(1)
FB of top quarks in initial qq states is the first of its kind at the
LHC. Values of d̂t and µ̂t have previously been extracted from tt spin correlations [36],
but this is the first measurement that relies on differential distributions in tt events.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the strategies used in extracting pa-
rameters of interest from the observed cross section. Section 3 briefly describes the CMS de-
tector and the final-state objects used in the analysis. Section 4 discusses the recorded and
simulated events. Section 5 describes the event selection and kinematic reconstruction of
the tt events. Section 6 discusses the fitting method and the techniques used to estimate the
backgrounds. Section 7 describes the systematic uncertainties associated with the analysis.


















Measuring the top quark forward-backward asymmetry at the LHC is considerably more
challenging than at the Tevatron, where the tt cross section is dominated by the qq sub-
process and the incident quark and antiquark directions are well defined by the proton and
antiproton beams. At the LHC, however, tt production is dominated by the gg subpro-
cess, from which no asymmetry arises, thus complicating the extraction of the asymmetry
in the qq → tt subprocess. To separate the qq from the gg and qg subprocesses, and from
other backgrounds, we use the quantities mtt , xF, and c
∗ to describe tt events, where:
xF = 2pL/
√
s is the scaled longitudinal momentum pL of the tt system in the laboratory
frame; and c∗, mtt were defined in section 1. The use of xF to separate events with different
initial states is a technique that is well-established in the literature, and its application to
a measurement of AFB in top quark pair production was proposed in [37].
The distributions in mtt , xF, and c
∗ for the gg, qg, and qq initial states for tt events
simulated using the NLO powheg v2 [38–40] Monte Carlo (MC) generator for pp collisions
at
√
s = 13 TeV are shown in figure 3; the gg and qg distributions are quite similar.
Because of this similarity, and because the SM asymmetry for qg events is expected to
be approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than for qq events [15], the gg and qg
subprocesses are combined into a single distribution function in our analysis. The mtt
distribution for qq events is somewhat narrower than for the other processes. The c∗
distribution for qq events is more isotropic than that for the gg and qg processes due to
the t-channel pole that dominates their cross sections. Of key importance is that the xF
distribution for the qq events has a longer tail that helps to discriminate them and to
correctly identify the incident-quark direction. Because the gluon and antiquark parton
distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton have a lower average transverse momentum
than those of the quark parton, the direction of the tt system pL is correlated with the
initial quark direction in qq-initiated events. This provides a reasonable choice for the
initial parton direction as the direction of the Collins-Soper frame [41]. The result of
taking the longitudinal direction of the tt pair in the lab frame as the quark direction is
shown in figure 3: defining NC as the number of correct assignments and NI as the number
of incorrect assignments, the dilution factor D = (NC − NI)/(NC + NI) becomes large in
the qq enriched region of large |xF|. The reduced D in the largest |xF| bins appears to be
an artifact of the NNPDF3.0 PDF set [42] used to generate the plot, and it does not affect
this analysis as no data events are observed with such large values of |xF|.





























where K is an NLO normalization factor, αS = g
2





tt is the velocity of the top quark in the center-of-mass frame, and α(β)
is the longitudinal polarization of the exchanged gluon. This parameterization describes























































































































Figure 3. The generator-level c∗ (upper left), |xF| (upper right), and mtt (lower left) distributions
normalized to unity for the subprocesses qq, qg, and gg → tt . The dilution factor, when taking
the longitudinal direction of the tt pair in the lab frame as the quark direction for qq events, is
shown in the lower right plot as a function of |xF|.
asymmetry that is also an LO description of the effects of possible s-channel vector
resonances in extensions of the standard model [8, 14].
At LO, the presence of the d̂t and µ̂t terms modify both the qq and gg contributions
to the pp → tt cross section. As in the case of A(1)FB, we use a framework that approximates
SM NLO contributions with good accuracy, and provides possible anomalous contributions


























where the NLO asymmetry described in eq. (2.1) has been suppressed because the anoma-
lous moments affect only the symmetric part of the cross section. Note that the last term is




























































where the SM NLO contributions are parameterized through the factor K and the empirical
ε = ε(β) function. As for qq, the effects from anomalous moments are most significant as
β → 1.
Because the effects from as yet undiscovered massive particles and from the anomalous
moments d̂t and µ̂t are most noticeable at large mtt , and because the fraction of qq events
increases with top quark-pair momentum, the first of the three tt decay topologies we
consider, called “type-1,” comprises events with high Lorentz boost in which the decay
products of the hadronic top quark are fully merged into a single jet. The second topology,
called “type-2,” consists of events that have a large, high-momentum, high-mass jet that
indicates either a partially- or fully-merged hadronic top quark decay, but which lack a
single large jet definitively identified as originating from a merged top quark decay. These
type-2 events are included to bridge the gap between events where the top quark decay
products are fully merged or fully resolved. The type-1 and -2 topologies are collectively
referred to as “boosted” because their decaying top quarks have high pT. The third and
most populated category, called “type-3,” includes events with low-mass jets; type-3 events
are also called “resolved” events because all decay products are individually distinguishable.
The fully selected event sample comprises approximately 2.2% type-1 (7195 µ+jets and 3108
e+jets), 11.6% type-2 (50311 µ+jets and 3735 e+jets), and 86.2% type-3 (234839 µ+jets
and 166213 e+jets events) events.
As detailed in section 6, linear combinations of normalized three-dimensional distribu-
tions (templates) in mtt , xF, and c
∗ reconstructed from simulated SM tt events generated at
NLO are used in a simultaneous likelihood fit to the observed differential cross section in 12
total channels defined by the decay topology, lepton charge, and lepton flavor. Generator-
level information is used to separate qq from qg and gg events and to reweight them using
eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) to produce the parameter-independent templates. Other MC contributions
and events in data are used to construct templates representing the background. A total
general linear combination of these templates is fitted to data to independently extract the
three values of A
(1)
FB, d̂t , and µ̂t .
3 The CMS detector and physics objects
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon

















a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two
endcap sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity coverage provided by the
barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded
in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. A more detailed description of the
CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant
kinematic variables, can be found in ref. [43].
Events of interest are selected using a two-tiered trigger system [44]. The first level,
composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon
detectors to select events at a rate of around 100 kHz within a time interval of less than
4µs. The second level, known as the high-level trigger, consists of a farm of processors
running a version of the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast processing,
and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before data storage.
The particle-flow (PF) algorithm [45] aims to reconstruct and identify each individual
particle in an event using an optimized combination of information from the various ele-
ments of the CMS detector. Muons are identified in the range |η| < 2.4, with detection
planes made using three technologies: drift tubes, cathode strip chambers, and resistive
plate chambers. The energy of each muon is obtained from the curvature of the correspond-
ing track. The energy of each electron is determined from a combination of the electron
momentum at the primary interaction vertex (PV) as determined by the tracker, the en-
ergy of the corresponding ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons
spatially compatible with originating from the electron track. The energy of each charged
hadron is determined from a combination of its momentum measured in the tracker and the
matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for zero-suppression effects and for
the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the energy of each
neutral hadron is obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energy.
The candidate vertex with the largest value of summed physics-object p2T is taken to
be the primary pp interaction vertex. The physics objects are the jets, clustered using the
anti-kT (AK) jet finding algorithm [46, 47] with the tracks assigned to candidate vertices
as inputs, and the associated missing transverse momentum. The missing transverse mo-
mentum vector ~pmissT in an event is defined as the negative vector sum of the transverse
momenta of all the reconstructed PF objects. Its magnitude is denoted as pmissT [48]. The
~pmissT is modified to account for corrections to the energy scale of the reconstructed jets in
the event. Anomalous high-pmissT events can be due to a variety of reconstruction failures,
detector malfunctions or non collisions backgrounds. Such events are rejected by event
filters that are designed to identify more than 85–90% of the spurious high-pmissT events
with a misidentification rate less than 0.1% [48].
Jets called “AK4” (“AK8”) are clustered from the PF objects in an event using the
anti-kT algorithm with a distance parameter of 0.4 (0.8). Jet momentum is determined
as the vectorial sum of all PF object momenta in the jet, and is found to be, on average,
within 5 to 10% of the true momentum over the whole pT spectrum and detector acceptance,
based on simulation. Additional pp interactions within the same or nearby bunch crossings
(pileup) can contribute extra tracks and calorimetric energy depositions, increasing the

















are discarded, and an offset correction is applied to account for remaining contributions.
Jet energy corrections are derived from simulation studies [49] so the average measured
response of jets becomes identical to that of particle-level jets. In situ measurements of the
momentum balance in dijet, photon+jet, Z+jet, and multijet events are used to detect any
residual differences between the jet energy scale in data and in simulation, and appropriate
corrections are made. Additional selection criteria are applied to each jet to identify jets
potentially dominated by instrumental effects or reconstruction failures [50].
To prevent double counting of lepton momentum in high-pT (“boosted”) leptonic top
quark decays for which the final state lepton and b quark jet are not expected to be well
separated, leptons reconstructed and identified within jets are not taken into account in the
jet momentum computation. Muons are removed from jets using a key-based algorithm,
wherein a muon four-vector is subtracted from that of a reconstructed jet if the muon’s PF
candidate appears in the list of jet PF candidates, and electrons are removed from jets by
subtracting their four-vectors from those of any reconstructed jets within ∆R equal to the
distance parameter of the jet clustering algorithm.
The “soft drop” (SD) algorithm [51] with angular exponent β = 0, soft cutoff threshold
zcut < 0.1, and characteristic radius R0 = 0.8 [52], is applied to AK8 jets to remove soft,
wide-angle radiation. In this algorithm the constituents of the AK8 jets are reclustered
using the Cambridge-Aachen algorithm [53, 54]. Application of the SD algorithm improves
discrimination between signal events, which contain jets from W boson or top quark decays,
and background events, which consist of jets produced via the strong interaction, referred
to as “QCD multijet” events. This improves the jet mass resolution, reducing the mass
of single light quark and gluon jets, and mitigating the effects of pileup [55]. The subjets
identified by the algorithm are considered as individual objects themselves and are used in
the reconstruction of the decaying top quark pair, as described in section 5.
4 Data and simulation
This analysis is performed using the data collected by the CMS detector in 2016 at
√
s =
13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 ± 0.9 fb−1 [56]. Events in the
type-1 and -2 channels pass a single-muon trigger requiring a muon with pT > 50 GeV, a
single-electron trigger requiring an electron with pT > 115 GeV, or an electron+jets trigger
with 50 and 165 GeV thresholds on the electron and the leading-jet pT, respectively. Events
in the type-3 channels must pass a single-muon trigger requiring an isolated muon with
pT > 24 GeV, or a single-electron trigger for electrons with pT > 27 GeV. The average
trigger efficiencies for events passing offline selection are approximately 95 (97)% in the
boosted (resolved) µ+jets channels and approximately 98 (74)% in the boosted (resolved)
e+jets channels.
The powheg MC generator [31] is used to simulate the tt signal at NLO using the
pythia 8.219 parton-shower generator [57] and the CUETP8M2T4 tune [58] assuming
mt = 172.5 GeV. These MC events are also reweighted [59] to model the dependence of the






















The powheg and pythia generators using the same tune are also used to simulate
contributions to the background from single top quark processes at NLO, both in the t chan-
nel [62] using powheg and madspin [63] and in the tW channel with powheg v1 [64].
Background contributions from single top quark processes in the s channel are simulated
at NLO using the MadGraph5 amc@nlo MC generator [65] matched to pythia par-
ton showers; and contributions from Drell-Yan (Z or γ+jets) and W+jets production are
simulated at LO using the MadGraph 5 MC generator [65], matched to pythia parton
showers and the CUETP8M1 tune through the MLM prescription [66].
All MC events are processed through a full simulation of the CMS detector in
Geant4 [67]. The distributions for MC events are normalized to their predicted cross
sections at NLO for single top quark production in the s and t channels [68]; at NLO using
additional next-to-next-to-leading logarithms (NNLL) soft gluon correction for single top
quark production in the tW channel [69]; at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) for
W+jets and Z/γ+jets [70–72]; and at NNLO+NNLL for the tt signal [73]. All MC sam-
ples are corrected to bring their generated pileup distributions into agreement with those
observed in data. Identical selection criteria and reconstruction procedures are otherwise
applied to all simulated events and data.
5 Event reconstruction and selection
The selection criteria are designed to identify tt events in which one of the two top quarks
decays to a charged lepton, a neutrino, and a single b quark jet, and the other decays to
only jets. The leptonically decaying top quark can yield a muon or electron in one of the
three topologies, leading to six mutually exclusive categories: µ+jets and e+jets, each of
type-1, type-2, and type-3.
Muon (electron) candidates are required to have pT > 50 (80) GeV in the boosted
topologies, and pT > 30 GeV in the resolved topology. Only lepton candidates in the range
of |η| < 2.4 are considered, and any electron candidates in the transition region between
barrel and endcap calorimeters, corresponding to 1.44 < |η| < 1.57, are rejected. To sup-
press misidentified leptons resulting from the products of hadronization, accepted leptons
are required to be isolated from nearby hadron activity in the event. Lepton isolation
is determined in part with a “2D selection” applied as a logical “or” of two independent
selections. The first is a requirement on the component of the lepton momentum that is
transverse to the axis of the nearest AK4 jet, called prelT , and the second is the distance
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 with respect to the nearest AK4 jet. In both cases, the nearest
AK4 jet must have pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 3.0. To be considered isolated in the boosted
topologies, a lepton must have prelT > 30 GeV or ∆R > 0.4. In the resolved topology, lepton
isolation is additionally determined according to the sum of the scalar pT of the neutral
and charged hadron PF candidates located within a cone of size ∆R = 0.4 and 0.3 for
muons and electrons, respectively. This sum is required to be less than 15 (6)% of the
muon (electron) pT, and only leptons passing both the 2D selection and these PF isolation
criteria are considered isolated in the resolved topology. Any event containing more than

















each top quark decays to leptons. Requirements are also imposed on the pmissT in each event
to suppress background from multijet events containing a muon or electron. Events in the
boosted muon+jets or electron+jets channels are required to have pmissT > 50 or 100 GeV,
respectively, and resolved events of both lepton flavors are required to have pmissT > 40 GeV.
Events failing pmissT requirements or lepton isolation requirements are used in the estimation
of QCD multijet background contribution from data, as described in section 6.
All AK4 and AK8 jets are required to have pT > 30 and pT > 200 GeV, respectively,
and to be in the range of |η| < 2.4. The AK8 jets are also required to have at least two
subjets identified through the SD clustering algorithm. In type-1 events, at least one AK8
jet must be present and be identified (“tagged”) as originating from the merged decay
of a top quark. These identified top quark (t-tagged) jets are selected using simultaneous
criteria on jet pT; the jet mass after application of the SD algorithm; and the ungroomed N -
subjettiness [74] substructure discriminant variable τ32 = τ3/τ2, for which smaller values
indicate a greater likelihood that the jet is composed of three rather than two subjets.
An AK8 jet is considered t-tagged if it has pT > 400 GeV, an SD mass in the range
105 < mSDAK8 < 220 GeV, and τ32 < 0.81. By contrast, type-2 events are required to have
no t-tagged AK8 jets, but must contain at least one AK8 jet with mSDAK8 > 40 GeV, and at
least four AK4 jets. Type-1 and -2 muon (electron) events require the highest momentum
AK4 jet to have pT > 150 (250) GeV and the second-highest momentum AK4 jet to have
pT > 50 (70) GeV. Type-3 events are required to contain zero selected AK8 jets, and at
least four selected AK4 jets.
To help discriminate the tt signal from Z/γ+jets and W+jets backgrounds, AK4 jets
originating from decays of b quarks are identified using an algorithm that combines lifetime
information from tracks and secondary vertices [75]. Type-1 and -2 events are required to
have at least one AK4 jet that is identified as a b quark (b-tagged) at the “loose” working
point of the algorithm, which has an 83% efficiency of correctly identifying a b quark jet
and a 9% probability of misidentifying a gluon, c quark, or light quark jet as a b quark
jet (defined as the mistag rate). Type-3 events are required to have at least two AK4 jets
tagged at the “medium” working point of the algorithm with a b tagging efficiency of 63%
and a 1% mistag rate. In all cases, b tagging algorithms are applied before removal of any
double-counted leptons within AK4 jets.
The kinematic quantities of the top quark pair are reconstructed from their constituent
decay products using a maximum-likelihood fit [76, 77], which varies the momenta of the
decay products within their resolutions and iterates over all possible assignments of jets to
determine the most likely value of the unknown longitudinal momentum of the neutrino
and the best possible assignment of jets that conforms with the decay hypothesis. In type-1
events, the top quark that decays to all-jets is assumed to be the t-tagged AK8 jet, and
the lepton side of the decay is reconstructed from all combinations of the lepton, pmissT ,
and any b-tagged AK4 jets that result in a lepton+jets top quark candidate (lepton +
pmissT + AK4 jet) separated from the t-tagged AK8 jet by ∆R(tjets, tlep) > 2. Type-2 and
-3 events ignore AK8 jets entirely in their reconstruction, and instead their possible jet
configurations comprise all assignments of the four or five highest pT AK4 jets to either

















configurations in which any of the non-b-tagged jets may be disregarded as external to the
top quark pair decay.
For each event, the hypothesis with the smallest value of −2 lnL (where L is the
likelihood) is chosen to represent the complete top quark pair decay, and the lepton and
all-jets top quark four-vectors are reconstructed as the vector sums of their rescaled particle
four-momenta. This kinematic fitting procedure is highly effective, returning the correct
hypotheses in 98, 80, and 73% of type-1, -2, and -3 lepton+jets tt MC events, respectively,
for which an MC-based particle-matched hypothesis exists.
After reconstruction, type-1 and type-2 events are further required to have top quark
masses mrecot,lep < 210 GeV for decays containing one lepton, and −2 lnL < −15. The
inversion of either of these criteria defines a control region used to constrain the cross
section of the W+jets background process as described in section 6. From applying the
selection criteria to simulated events, we expect about 6210± 80 (3110± 60), 39100± 200
(2490± 50), and 188500± 400 (134500± 400) tt lepton+jets events in the type-1, -2, and
-3 µ(e)+jets signal regions, respectively. The relatively poor efficiency for type-2 electrons
as compared with that for type-1 electrons results from the more stringent pmissT and lepton
and jet pT criteria applied to electron events in those regions and the lower mtt of events
in the type-2 signal region.
Figures 4–6 show comparisons of the reconstructed variables, called c∗r , xr, and mr to
distinguish them from the corresponding parton-level quantities defined in section 2, for
selected MC events and data for type-1, -2, and -3 regions, including the QCD multijet
background estimated from data, as discussed in section 6. The data-based method used
to determine the multijet background contributions tends to overestimate the observed
data, particularly in the type-3 electron sample; also, the disagreements visible in the
xr distributions are due to the choice of the PDFs. Both of these systematic effects are



















Mean   0.002401
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Figure 4. Reconstructed c∗r (upper), |xr| (middle), and mr (lower) for events passing type-1 µ+jets
(left column) and e+jets (right column) selection criteria. The uncertainty pictured in the hatched
bands represents just the statistical contributions. The multijet background is estimated from data,
as discussed in section 6. The lower panels in each figure show the ratio of data to MC expectation
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Figure 5. Data/MC comparison of reconstructed c∗r (upper), |xr| (middle), and mr (lower) for
events passing type-2 µ+jets (left column) and e+jets (right column) selection criteria. The MC
signal and background show their nominal predictions, with the MC uncertainty pictured in the
hatched bands representing statistical uncertainties. The contribution from multijet background is
estimated from data, as discussed in section 6. The lower panels of each figure show the ratio of
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Figure 6. Data/MC comparison of reconstructed c∗r (upper), |xr| (middle), and mr (lower) for
events passing type-3 µ+jets (left column) and e+jets (right column) selection criteria. The MC
signal and background show their nominal predictions, with the MC uncertainty pictured in the
hatched bands representing statistical uncertainties. The contribution from multijet background is
estimated from data, as discussed in section 6. The lower panels of each figure show the ratio of


















6 Constructing templates and estimating background
To measure A
(1)
FB, the detector is assumed to have the same efficiency for reconstructing
tracks of positively and negatively charged particles in the same configuration, implying a
charge-parity symmetry where the acceptance for an event with a positively charged lepton
and angles (c∗, c∗r ) is the same as that for a negatively charged lepton with angles (−c
∗,
−c∗r ). Counting data events reconstructed with positively- and negatively-charged leptons
shows that this assumption is justified, with a maximum impact of about 10−5 on the AFB
quantity.
To exploit this symmetry, a fourth reconstructed quantity, the lepton charge Q, is used
to describe each event. The four-dimensional distribution function f(~y) of the reconstructed
variables ~y = (mr, c
∗
r , xr, Q) is determined from fully simulated and reconstructed events















where the fbk,n(~y) represent normalized distribution functions for several backgrounds;
Rbk,n are matching background-fraction scale factors; Rqq is the fraction of tt events that
are categorized as qq initiated; fgg(~y) is the normalized distribution function for gg, qg,
qq, qq, and qiqj (where i, j label flavors and i 6= j) events; fqs(~y) is the symmetrized
distribution for qq events, and fqa(~y) is the antisymmetrized linearized distribution for qq
events. The symmetrized function is created by increasing the event counts in the bins at
(c∗r , Q) and (−c
∗
r , −Q) by 0.5 for each generated event. The antisymmetrized, linearized
















to the bin at (c∗r , Q) and half the weight wqa(m
2
tt ,−c
∗) to the mirror bin at (−c∗r , −Q).
The values of the function α used in the weighting procedure are determined from fits to
generator level data in 10 bins of β. The resulting values of α are small, ≈ 0.12, except
near the tt threshold.
These templates are independent of any of the parameters to be determined. This
technique determines the average parton-level linearized asymmetry and accounts for res-
olution, dilution, migration, and acceptance effects, as long as they are modeled in the
simulation. The templates modeling well-simulated background contributions can likewise

















To measure d̂t and µ̂t , eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are used to define a 4D distribution function









fg0(~y) + µ̂t(1 + µ̂t)fg1(~y)
+ (µ̂2t + d̂
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where the template functions fqi(~y) and fgi(~y) are constructed from simulated tt events
using weights, and the functions Fqq and Fgg maintain normalization of the qq and gg
contributions independent of the parameters d̂t and µ̂t , as described in appendix A.
The distribution functions in eqs. (6.1) and (6.3) are fitted to data as templates in
three-dimensional histograms in mr, xr, and c
∗
r for each reconstructed top quark pair,
separated according to lepton charge Q. The histograms are binned differently in each
channel, using variable bin widths in each dimension. Because the general analyzing power
of any particular event is most dependent on its value of |xr|, a one-dimensional binning
is first chosen in this quantity alone. A two dimensional binning in c∗r and mr is then
determined in each bin of |xr|. To maintain analyzing power for the A
(1)
FB parameter of
interest, all areas of the phase space have a minimum of two bins depending on the sign of
c∗r . Each template is stored as a list of two-dimensional histograms indexed by bin in |xr|,
and is unrolled into a one dimensional histogram for fitting. Tables 3–8 in appendix B list
the edges of the bins in |xr| and their corresponding two dimensional c
∗
r and mr binning
schemes for each topology and lepton flavor.
The fqs(~y), fqa(~y), fgg(~y), fqi(~y), and fgi(~y) templates are constructed by accumulat-
ing lepton+jets tt MC events in each bin, reweighted to factorize out parameters of interest
(i.e., through the weight in eq. (6.2) used for fqa(~y), and the weights in appendix A used
for fqi(~y) and fgi(~y)). These templates, along with fbk,n(~y) describing background contri-
butions, are summed in a linear combination to estimate the total observed cross section.
The backgrounds contributing to this analysis are from dilepton and all-jet tt, single
top quark, Drell-Yan Z/γ+jets and W+jets, and multijet processes. Background con-
tributions other than multijet events are estimated using MC predictions after applying
corrections to account for differences in identification and selection efficiency between sim-
ulation and data. The top quark and Z/γ+jets backgrounds are considered together as
one set of background templates fbk,1(~y), which are expected to contribute approximately
670 ± 30 (270 ± 20), 5300 ± 70 (400 ± 20), and 36800 ± 200 (26900 ± 200) events to the
type-1, -2, and -3 µ(e)+jets signal regions, respectively.
The W+jets background process is expected from simulation to contribute approxi-
mately 690 ± 30 (260 ± 20), 6170 ± 80 (570 ± 20), and 273200 ± 500 (1940 ± 40) events
to the type-1, -2, and -3 signal regions, respectively. The contribution to the background
from W+jets processes is modeled using a dedicated set of background templates, fbk,2(~y),
because its production cross section is less precisely known from theory. For type-1 and

















ground is constrained by performing a simultaneous fit to data in orthogonal control regions
enriched in W+jets events. These control regions are populated by events that are other-
wise selected as described in section 5, but which fail either of the requirements on mrecot,lep
or −2 lnL, i.e., mrecot,lep ≥ 210 GeV or −2 lnL ≥ −15. This selection is chosen by comparing
simulated semileptonic tt and W+jets events; W+jets events consistently exhibit larger
values of the kinematic fit and have leptonic top quark masses that are further away from
the true top quark mass than semileptonic tt events.
The QCD multijet background contribution represents a small fraction of the total
hadronic final state cross section and may not be well described in simulation. This back-
ground is estimated from data using a matrix method similar to that of ref. [78]. The
distribution in ~y of the multijet background is estimated in each channel using orthogonal
selection sidebands, which contain events whose lepton candidates fail isolation require-
ments. The distributions are initially normalized by applying transfer factors, calculated
as the ratios of the numbers of events that satisfy lepton isolation requirements to those
that do not, measured in sidebands containing events that fail pmissT requirements. The
expected residual contamination from background processes other than multijets is esti-
mated from simulation and subtracted from the control samples. The transfer factors are
approximately 0.004 (0.46), 0.003 (0.35), and 0.37 (1.44), resulting in nominal expectations
of approximately 140 ± 10 (170± 10), 1460± 40 (330± 20), and 10200 ± 100 (8610± 90)
events, in the type-1, -2, and -3 signal region µ(e)+jets channels, respectively. The final
normalization of the multijet background templates fbk,3(~y) is determined by the fit to
data. Comparisons between the multijet background estimated from data and simulation
show good agreement to within statistical uncertainties.
7 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties in the normalization and shapes of the template distributions arise
from a variety of sources and are accounted for through “nuisance” parameters that include
their statistical limitations, and their constraints by the prior distributions described below.
These sources and the methods of their accounting are listed below and summarized in
table 2.
Jet energy corrections: as described in section 3, jet energies and their resolutions are
corrected in the simulation to agree with observations in data. The jet energy corrections
are achieved through the application of a scale factor that depends on the jet pT, η, area
A, and the event pileup nPV. The jet energy resolution is corrected by the application of a
Gaussian smearing that depends on the jet |η|. The jet energy scale and resolution factors
are independently shifted up and down by one standard deviation (σ) as they are applied
to AK4 and AK8 jets simultaneously, including the propagation of the corrections to the
observed pmissT . The up and down variations are then used to construct sets of up and down
templates for use in the fitting procedure. The resulting templates are smoothed to reduce

















Pileup: uncertainties in the procedure used for reweighting the pileup distribution in the
simulation are included by varying the inelastic pp cross section ±4.6% [79].
Trigger and lepton identification and isolation efficiencies: trigger efficiencies in
data and simulation are determined using multiple independent methods, each resulting
in a lepton pT- and η-dependent scale factor applied to simulated events. The different
algorithms for determining lepton identification and isolation provide their own sets of
scale factors dependent on pileup, lepton pT, and lepton η. The average values of the
scale factors are ≈0.94 and 0.96 for boosted and resolved µ+jets events, respectively, and
≈0.98 for boosted and resolved e+jets events. The precision of the boosted e+jets trigger
efficiency measurement is limited by the number of events passing selection criteria. These
scale factors are independently shifted up and down by one σ to provide sets of templates
for interpolation.
b tagging efficiency: scale factors dependent on jet flavor, pT, and η are applied to
simulated events to correct for differences in b tagging efficiency and mistag rates between
data and simulation. Their uncertainties are propagated to templates independently for
each jet flavor and working point of the b tagging algorithm.
Top tagging efficiency: three data/MC efficiency scale factors with associated system-
atic uncertainties are applied to all simulated events selected with t-tagged jets to correct
for the differences in tagging efficiency between data and simulation. The three factors
applied depend on the jet pT according to whether the particular jet is fully, partially, or
not merged, as determined by an MC matching procedure.
Top quark pT reweighting: recent NNLO QCD + electroweak calculations of top quark
pair production [80] describe how NNLO effects impact the top quark and antiquark pT
spectra in ways that NLO generators cannot reproduce. Scale factors dependent on NLO-
generated top quark and antiquark pT are calculated and applied to bring the generated pT
distributions into agreement with those predictions, and the uncertainties in the calculated
scale factors are considered as systematic uncertainties [81].
PDFs and strong coupling: the systematic uncertainty from the choice of the
NNPDF3.0 PDFs used in generating tt MC events is included using the ±1σ deviations ob-
served in 100 per-event weights representing the uncertainties in the PDFs [42]. Changes in
αS are included by recalculating the generated event weight with αS = 0.118± 0.0015 [82].
This uncertainty is combined in quadrature with the overall PDF uncertainty to provide
one set of up/down templates describing the simultaneous variation of PDF and αS [83, 84].
Renormalization and factorization scales: modeling uncertainties on the renormal-
ization (µR) and factorization (µF) scales used in the matrix element generation process
are included by reweighting simulated events to match alternate scenarios with µR and µF
shifted up and down by a factor of two, both independently and simultaneously, resulting

















Parton shower radiation, matching scales, and the underlying event: uncer-
tainties in initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state radiation (FSR), and matrix ele-
ment to parton shower (ME-PS) matching, as well as uncertainties from the choice of
CUETP8M2T4 tune in the tt simulation, are included using templates constructed from
independent MC samples generated with pythia parameters shifted by their uncertain-
ties [58]. The resulting templates are smoothed to reduce bias from statistical noise before
fitting.
Modeling of color reconnection: systematic uncertainties from the choice of model-
ing color reconnection are included using a single set of up/down changes in templates
constructed as an envelope of the average fractional shifts observed in each bin of tem-
plates constructed from independent MC samples corresponding to three different color
reconnection hypotheses [57, 85, 86]. These templates are also smoothed before fitting.
b quark fragmentation and B hadron semileptonic branching fraction: uncer-
tainties in b quark fragmentation and the B hadron semileptonic branching fractions are
included using per-event scale factors that depend on the generator-level transfer func-
tion xb = pT(B)/pT(b − jet), where pT(B) represents the transverse momentum of the B
hadron, for fragmentation uncertainties [87], and on the ratios of measured to simulated
branching fractions for branching fraction uncertainties [1].
Integrated luminosity: the total integrated luminosity has an uncertainty of ±2.5% [56]
that corresponds to a single nuisance parameter represented by a log-normal prior corre-
lated across all analysis channels.
Process yields: a ±1% uncertainty in the fraction of lepton+jets top quark-pair pro-
duction caused by quark-antiquark annihilation is included as a nuisance parameter Rqq
affecting the distributions in tt templates. A ±10% uncertainty on the cross section of
W+jets is included as a nuisance parameter RW+jets, affecting the normalization of all
fbk,2(~y) templates. The scales of these uncertainties are chosen to characterize variations
between different simulations. Their optimal values as determined by the fitting procedure
are smaller, reflecting the constraints imposed by the observed data.
Transfer factors for multijet background estimated from data: the estimated
statistical uncertainties in the transfer factors for each multijet background estimate are
modeled by several independent variation nuisances R
t/C/R
QCD , one for each estimate that is
made. The scales of these uncertainties are approximately 30 and 20% for type-1 µ+jets
events with positively and negatively charged muons, respectively, and approximately 10%
for type-1 e+jets events of both electron charges. For type-2 and -3 events of any lepton
flavor and charge the uncertainties are on the order of a few percent.
Finite MC sample event count: the statistical fluctuations in MC predictions are
included through the “Barlow-Beeston light” method [88], which adds a Poisson uncertainty

















Source Uncertainty in Type Size Affects
Jet energy scale ±1σ(pT, η, A) N & S 7.6% All
Jet energy resolution ±1σ(|η|) N & S 3.2% All
Pileup ±1σ(nPV) N & S 2.9% All
Boosted µ+jets trigger eff. ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 0.4% Type-1/2 µ+jets
Resolved µ+jets trigger eff. ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 0.1% Type-3 µ+jets
Boosted e+jets trigger eff. ±1σ(pT, |η|) N & S 18.6% Type-1/2 e+jets
Resolved e+jets trigger eff. ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 2.5% Type-3 e+jets
Muon ident. eff. ±1σ(pT, |η|, nPV) N & S 0.4% All µ+jets
Muon PF isolation eff. ±1σ(pT, |η|, nPV) N & S 0.2% Type-3 µ+jets
Electron ident. eff. ±1σ(pT, |η|) N & S 1.0% All e+jets
b tag eff., b jets (loose) ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 2.5% Type-1/2
b tag eff., c jets (loose) ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 1.2% Type-1/2
b tag eff., light jets (loose) ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 6.3% Type-1/2
b tag eff., b jets (medium) ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 1.9% Type-3
b tag eff., c jets (medium) ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 0.8% Type-3
b tag eff., light jets (medium) ±1σ(pT, η) N & S 1.2% Type-3
t tag eff. (merged) ±1σ(pT) N & S 1.6% Type-1
t tag eff. (semimerged) ±1σ(pT) N & S 2.2% Type-1
t tag eff. (not merged) ±1σ(pT) N & S 2.8% Type-1
ISR scale ±1σ N & S 2.2% tt
FSR scale ±1σ N & S 2.6% tt
ME-PS matching (hdamp) ±1σ N & S 2.5% tt
CUETP8M2T4 tune ±1σ N & S 2.4% tt
Color reconnection ±1σ S 2.8% tt
b fragmentation ±1σ(xb) N & S 3.7% tt
b branching fraction ±1σ N & S 1.0% tt




T ) S 2.5% tt
PDF/αS variation NNPDF 3.0 S 1.5% tt
Renormalization scale µR
1
2µR → 2µR S 2.6% tt
Factorization scale µF
1
2µF → 2µF S 1.5% tt
Combined µR/µF scale
1
2 → 2(µR and µF) S 3.8% tt MC
Integrated luminosity ±2.5% N — All
Rqq ±1% N & S — All fqp∗/fqm∗
RW+jets ±10% N — All W+jets MC
R
t/C/R
QCD (20 params total) ±1σ (stat) N — Multijet
Table 2. List of nuisance parameters considered in fits to data. The “N” stands for “normaliza-
tion,” and “S” for “shape” of the distribution in the “Type” column. The “Size” column lists the
absolute value of the associated fractional shifts averaged over all affected template bins. The quan-
tities R
t/C/R


















A template-based, binned likelihood, combining the three-dimensional observable space
in all channels and regions, is constructed to compare the data with expectation using a
Poisson probability in each independent template bin as a function of the fit parameters.
Systematic uncertainties are defined through nuisance parameters in the likelihood. Shape
uncertainties are incorporated by interpolation between the nominal and shifted templates,
constrained with a Gaussian prior. The interpolation is calculated with a sixth-order
polynomial for shifts smaller than one σ, and with a linear function for shifts beyond
one σ. Some shifted templates are smoothed before fitting by merging bins in mr and c
∗
r
and applying the average shifts. Normalization uncertainties are included using log-normal
priors. The hierarchies of the most impactful systematic uncertainties are different for each
parameter of interest, but one persistent observation is that the PDF/αS variation tends to
be a large effect, correcting the xF distribution to better agree with that observed in data.
These nuisance parameters and their corresponding functions are incorporated into
three different likelihood fits to determine the three parameters of interest. A fit based
on eq. (6.1) is used to estimate A
(1)
FB and therefore assumes that d̂t = µ̂t = 0. Fits based
on eq. (6.3) are used to separately extract d̂t (with µ̂t = 0) and µ̂t (with d̂t = 0) where
we assume that AFB = 0.036 (the value from the tt MC). The resulting estimates are not
sensitive to this assumption because d̂t and µ̂t affect only the c
∗-symmetric part of the
cross section.
Final values of A
(1)
FB and µ̂t are determined from a Neyman construction [89] in which
1000 pseudo-data sets are generated from the template models with input values of pa-
rameters of interest and then fitted. The median and ±1σ contours are plotted, and the
value of the parameter of interest is the input value in the pseudo-experiments whose fitted
median is the value returned by the fit to data, interpolating linearly between points if
needed. The uncertainty intervals are constructed similarly from the ±1σ curves. When
calculating the total intervals (statistical + systematic), the pseudo-data sets are gener-
ated using values of the nuisance parameters which are randomly sampled from their prior
distributions. The intervals from which the statistical uncertainties are derived are instead
obtained using pseudo-data sets in which nuisance parameters are fixed to their nominal
values in both the toy generation and the fit. The final 95% confidence limit on |d̂t | is
determined using a one-dimensional likelihood profile, because of the unresolved sign am-
biguity of d̂t in eq. (6.3), and because of the small observed value of the d̂t parameter.
The upper limit at 95% confidence level, computed using the asymptotic formulae for the
distribution of the test statistic t̃(α) of ref. [90], corresponds to a shift in the negative log
likelihood of −2∆ lnL = 3.84.
8 Results









−0.011 (syst). Figure 7 shows
the Neyman construction plots corresponding to these final values. The profile likelihood
shown in figure 8 results in a 95% confidence limit |d̂t | < 0.03. Figures 9 and 10 show
comparisons of representative fit functions for the A
(1)
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Figure 7. Neyman constructions for the A
(1)
FB (left) and µ̂t (right) parameters of interest in groups
of 1000 pseudo-experiments generated with systematic uncertainty nuisance parameters allowed to
vary. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the values of the parameters determined from the fits and
the vertical dotted lines indicate where these values intersect with the central value and uncertainty
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CMS
Figure 8. One-dimensional likelihood profile of the d̂t parameter, where the change in the minimum
log likelihood from its global minimum (−2∆ lnL) is shown on the y-axis as a function of |d̂t |. The
dashed and solid lines show the intersections at −2∆ lnL = 1.0 and 3.84, corresponding to the
one-sided limits on |d̂t | at the 68 and 95% confidence limits, respectively.
channel, summed over lepton charge. Overall, we observe good agreement, and results
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Figure 9. Comparisons of fitted data and MC expectations as a function of template bin number
for the A
(1)
FB parameter extraction. The plots show events in the type-1 (upper row) and type-2
(lower row) µ+jets (left column) and e+jets (right column) channels, all summed over lepton charge.
The MC uncertainty pictured in the hatched bands represents the total (statistical and systematic)
uncertainty. The vertical solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines indicate the edges of the bins in xr and
mr and the midpoints of the c
∗ distributions, respectively, corresponding to the binning schemes
listed in tables 3–6 in appendix B.
The goodness of fit is evaluated using a χ2 test statistic optimized for Poisson-
distributed data [91]. Comparisons of the statistic observed for each fit to data with
those observed in fits to samples of pseudo-data yield p-values that quantify the fraction
of pseudo-experiments with poorer fits. The p-values for the fits extracting A
(1)
FB, d̂t , and
µ̂t are 0.206, 0.233, and 0.274, respectively, suggesting that the fitting models reasonably
describe the observed data.
The measured A
(1)
FB is consistent with the SM expectation. The measured anoma-
lous chromoelectric and chromomagnetic moments are consistent with SM expectations
(µ̂t = d̂t = 0), and with the most recent results extracted from top quark spin correla-
tion measurements performed by CMS at 13 TeV [92]. The spin correlation measurements,
which are more precise by a factor of approximately two, use samples of dileptonic final
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Figure 10. Comparisons of fitted data and MC expectations as a function of template bin number
for the A
(1)
FB parameter extraction. The plots show events in the type-3 µ+jets (upper) and e+jets
(lower) channels, all summed over lepton charge. The MC uncertainty pictured in the hatched bands
represents the total (statistical and systematic) uncertainty. The vertical solid, dashed, and dot-
dashed lines indicate the edges of the bins in xr and mr and the midpoints of the c
∗ distributions,


















The linearized parton-level top quark forward-backward asymmetry (A
(1)
FB) and anomalous
chromoelectric (d̂t) and chromomagnetic (µ̂t) moments have been measured using LHC
proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1. Candidate tt events decaying to lepton+jets final states
with “resolved” (low-energy) and “boosted” (high-energy) topologies were selected and
reconstructed through a kinematic fit of the decay products to tt hypotheses. The pa-
rameters were extracted from independent template-based likelihood fits to the data based
on differential models of extensions to leading-order tree-level cross sections for quark-











−0.011 (syst), and |d̂t | < 0.03 at 95% confidence level.
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A Reweighting factors
The five parameter-independent template functions fgn(~y) defined in eq. (6.3) are con-







































































where the ε function is determined from fits to NLO generator level data in 10 bins of β










The three parameter-independent template functions fqn(~y) defined in eq. (6.3) are

























































r , Q) = 1,
(A.4)





















These are then used to define the normalization factors in eq. (6.3),
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|xr| bin range mr bin edges (GeV) c
∗
r bin edges
0.00 → 0.10 350 → 5550 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.10 → 0.24 350, 1100, 5550 −1, 0, 1
0.24 → 1.00 350 → 5550 −1, 0, 1
Table 3. Template binning in the type-1 µ+jets signal regions (each template has 12 total bins).
|xr| bin range mr bin edges (GeV) c
∗
r bin edges
0.00 → 0.10 350 → 5550 4 even-width bins
0.10 → 0.24 350 → 5550 −1, 0, 1
0.24 → 1.00 350 → 5550 −1, 0, 1
Table 4. Template binning in the type-1 e+jets signal regions (each template has 8 total bins).
|xr| bin range mr bin edges (GeV) c
∗
r bin edges
0.00 → 0.04 350, 730, 860, 5650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.04 → 0.09 350, 730, 5650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.09 → 0.15 350 → 5650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.15 → 0.24 350, 730, 860, 5650 −1, 0, 1
0.24 → 1.00 350, 730, 5650 −1, 0, 1
Table 5. Template binning in the type-2 µ+jets signal regions (each template has 46 total bins).
|xr| bin range mr bin edges (GeV) c
∗
r bin edges
0.00 → 0.15 350 → 5650 4 even-width bins
0.15 → 1.00 350 → 5650 −1, 0, 1

















|xr| bin range mr bin edges (GeV) c
∗
r bin edges
0.000 → 0.020 350, 425, 500, 2650 20 even-width bins
0.020 → 0.040 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 2650 10 even-width bins
0.040 → 0.060 350, 475, 2650 16 even-width bins
0.060 → 0.080 350, 475, 2650 16 even-width bins
0.080 → 0.100 350, 475, 2650 −1.0, −0.6, −0.4, −0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0
0.100 → 0.115 350, 475, 2650 4 even-width bins
0.115 → 0.130 350, 475, 2650 4 even-width bins
0.130 → 0.150 350 → 2650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.150 → 0.180 350 → 2650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.180 → 1.000 350 → 2650 4 even-width bins
Table 7. Template binning in the type-3 µ+jets signal regions (each template has 222 total bins).
|xr| bin range mr bin edges (GeV) c
∗
r bin edges
0.000 → 0.025 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 2650 10 even-width bins
0.025 → 0.050 350, 475, 2650 20 even-width bins
0.050 → 0.075 350, 475, 2650 16 even-width bins
0.075 → 0.100 350, 420, 475, 550, 2650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.100 → 0.125 350, 475, 2650 4 even-width bins
0.125 → 0.155 350 → 2650 −1.00, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
0.155 → 1.000 350 → 2650 4 even-width bins
Table 8. Template binning in the type-3 e+jets signal regions (each template has 164 total bins).
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